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This paper is a preliminary exploration of the semantic and formal properties of the English
word such and some of its counterparts in other languages. The proposal is that suchwords
are ‘demonstrative similatives’ (or, equivalently, ‘similative demonstratives’), i.e., their
meanings lie at the intersection of the semantic dimensions of similarity and demonstration.
We show that this kind of classification is straightforward for languages like Latin and
Sanskrit, in which the counterparts to such occur in both similative and demonstrative
paradigms. In these so-called ‘correlative’ paradigms the demonstrative similatives occur in
systems with both non-demonstrative similatives and non-similative demonstratives. En-
glish such and French tel do not occur in correlative systems, and the treatments of such and
tel in their respective traditions show a great amount of confusion, in part as a result of the
absence of these paradigms, and also because both elements differ strongly from ordinary
demonstratives. We also show how the Sanskrit similative paradigm (and that of Kannada)
extends the one of Latin in allowing similatives to encode similaritywith the speaker and the
hearer(s). The paper endswith themethodological point: ifmore than one language-specific
category can do justice to the specifics of one language, the better category is the one that
does double duty as a cross-linguistic category.

� 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The term ’similative’was probably introduced by Haspelmath and Buchholz (1998: 277–278) and it was used for adverbial
constructions expressing similarity such as like a nightingale in (1).
This is also the sense in which the term was used in the more general, cognitive study of ’similitude’ by Fortescue (2010)
and in the cross-linguistic survey by Treis & Vanhove (eds.) (2017). In Owen-Smith (2013), van der Auwera and Sahoo (2015)
and van der Auwera and Coussé (2016), however, the term ’similative’ referred to expressions of similarity in the nominal
realm, more particularly to adnominal and pronominal uses of such in (2).
nd such
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This paper continues the analysis of the adnominal and pronominal similatives and, for simplicity’s sake, these will
initially be called ’similatives’, without the adjectives ’adnominal’ and ’pronominal’. In Section 2 we show that the main
function of such is to create ad hoc categories in discourse. The remaining sections focus on the status of similatives in
grammar. We first do this for English (Section 3), the main reason being that it is the language for which similatives have been
studied best. We will remind the reader that despite the rich grammatical tradition, English grammarians do not know what
to do with such, that it does not fit any category easily and that for many speakers it is the sole member of what can thus be
called an ad hoc category, towit, the ’similative’. Then comes French (Section 4) with tel as the counterpart of such. French also
has a rich grammatical tradition, and though the relevant facts of English such and French tel are very similar, the accounts
differ strongly and there is no less confusion than for English such. From a cross-linguistic point of view, this is an unsatis-
factory situation. The relief comes from Latin talis, the ancestor of tel. Here the treatment is more satisfactory and we can at
least partially understand why grammarians of English and French have a hard time with such and tel. In Latin talis is part of a
grammatical system, called ’correlative’, with four similatives, viz. a demonstrative talis, an interrogative qualis, a relative
qualis and a relative indefinite qualiscumque. In Romance this system broke down, leaving tel as a relic (Section 6) and English
such is bound to have suffered a similar fate. Because Latin similatives are embedded in the wider correlative system, we also
become aware of some of the parameters of variation. We then have a brief look at Sanskrit and Kannada (Section 7), which
treat their similatives very much like Latin, but which extend the system along yet another parameter. Whereas English,
French and Latin similatives express similarity to a third person entity (with e.g. such a cat in (2a) referring to a cat that is
similar to another cat, both third person entities), Sanskrit and Kannada similatives can express similarity to the speaker and
the hearer(s). The last section summarizes the paper and issues a methodological point.

2. such makes an ad hoc category

The speaker of (2a) who wants such a cat might well stand in front of a cat and point at it. The cat which (s)he wants
needn’t be and normally isn’t the cat that (s)he is looking at, but it has to be similar to it. Perhaps the cat has distinctive green
eyes and green spots both on the back and on the belly. These are not the distinctive features of any race: the cat is not
categorizable as a Siamese, Persian or Maine Coon by virtue of the green eyes and the green spots. There is no established ’cat
with green eyes and green spots’ category and there is no word or conventionalized phrase for it. The speaker has just created
an ad hoc category and the cat that (s)he wants is an indefinite exemplar of this new category. In (2b) such refers to an ad hoc
category too: it is the category of things like bags and scarves. The speaker seems to refer to things that one canwear on one’s
body when one is out on the street that are not clothes. Once again, there is no ready-made concept for this, no word, no
conventionalized phrase – hence (s)he uses the word such.

The word such occurs in other contexts and in nearly all of them it expresses similarity and is thus involved in creating a
similarity based ad hoc category. Consider the examples in (3) to (7). In 1961 John F. Kennedy addressed the American
Congress and his message included sentence (3), inwhich such is adnominal as in (2)a, but is not prenominal but postnominal
and it collocates with as.
(3) Before my term has ended, we shall have to test anew whether a nation organized and governed such as ours can endure.
(http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid¼8045, accessed on Feburary 29 2017)
The ad hoc category is that of nations that are organized and governed like the US in 1961. In (4) such as reappears, but now
the noun is in between such and as.
(4) I like reading such books as Alice in Wonderland
There are established categories of books such as biographies, autobiographies and detective stories, but the speaker of (4)
does not have a category available for the kinds of books (s)he likes: the ad hoc category is that of books like Alice in
Wonderland.

Consider now the very peculiar such and such use in (5): such is prenominal again, but it is doubled.
(5) To be a true Parisian, you have to go to such and such restaurants
(5) has 2 readings. In one reading the reader points to two types of restaurants, both of which are ad hoc. But there is also a
special reading, inwhich reference is made only to one type of restaurant, viz., that of the true Parisian. There is once again no
ready category, no word or conventionalized phrase.

A further example of ad hoc category formation is illustrated in (6). Different from the preceding instances, the nominal
such occurs in a definite noun phrase. A 2013 web posting on the best towns in Mississippi for young families gives the advice
in (6).
(6) We wanted to identify the communities with the best such opportunities in Mississippi
(https://www.nerdwallet.com/blog/mortgages/best-towns-mississippi-young-families/, accessed on February 28, 2017)
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The context makes clear that the ad hoc category is that of the opportunities that have to be like the ideal opportunities in
terms of at least jobs and schools.

(7) is another example which invokes ad hocness. In (7) such is not attributive, but predicative. Life is predicated to be of a
certain kind, but it is not clear what kind. Perhaps the context shows that such here ’means’ ’full of pleasant surprises’ or
perhaps ’full of bad surprises’.
(7) Such is life
With these 7 examples we do notwish to imply that all uses of such invoke an ad hoc category. In its default reading the use
in (8) does not.
(8) It was such a beautiful day
In (8) such does not normally involve a particular type of beautiful day. It does not then mean that it was a beautiful day of
this one type rather than of another type. In (8) such normally has what has been called an ’intensifying’ use (Ghesquière and
Van de Velde, 2011), making (8) near-synonymous with (9).
(9) It was a very beautiful day
Diachronically, the intensifying use developed from the similative use with the intensifying character deriving from a
similarity not just to other beautiful days but to the best exemplars of the category of beautiful days.

3. such as an ad hoc category in grammar

A question arises – what kind of word is the English word such? Is it an adjective, a pronoun or a determiner? Is it a
demonstrative (pronoun or determiner)? Or is it more than one thing? In van der Auwera and Sahoo (2015) it was shown that
there is absolutely no consensus on this issue. This can be illustrated with their Table 1.

Table 1
Some of the categorizations for such found in the literature.

such pre-determiner determiner semi-determiner pronoun adjective post-modifier
post-determiner

part of a
complex
preposition

part of a
complex
subordinator

Poutsma (1916) U

Quirk et al. (1985) U U U U

Declerck (1991) U U

Greenbaum (1996) U U U

Biber et al. (1999) U U U

Collins Cobuild (1990–1992) U U U

Wood (2002) U U

Ghesquière and
Van de Velde (2011)

U U U
Several things can be noted. First, there are both classical categories like ’pronoun’ or ’adjective’ and non-classical ones like
’semi-determiner’ or ’part of a complex subordinator’. Second, nearly everybody claims that such is polycategorial, i.e., that it
is a member of more than one category, but within this agreement there is disagreement as to which categories define the
profile of this polycategorial element. Wood (2002: 91) summarizes the confusion as follows:
(10)

Pleas
https
The word such causes confusion and disagreement, and stipulations about its category often vacillate between hedges
and contradictions. (Wood, 2002: 91)
One reason for this is probably that such is actually, as has been claimed in van der Auwera and Sahoo (2015), truly unique.
Another one is no doubt that not every linguist cares to take account of all the uses of such.

In recent work such is considered to be a demonstrative, as in Umbach and Gust (2014), König & Umbach (in print), and
König (2017: 146–147), but earlier already Mackenzie (1997: 99). This will also be close to our position, but our argu-
mentation will be crucially cross-linguistic. Even language-specifically, it is indeed true that similatives contain a
demonstrative component. The speaker who sees a cat and who wants such a cat in (2a) could also say that she wants a cat
like this one or like that one. But the similarity component makes the similative also different from demonstratives or, least,
from the ordinary demonstratives (i.e. this and that). This point is made at length in van der Auwera and Sahoo (2015). Here
we will just illustrate this point. In (10) we present the counterparts to (2) to (7) with demonstratives like this, these, that or
those instead of such.
a. *I want that a cat
b. *There you can buy bags, scarves and these
c. *Before my term has ended, we shall have to test anew whether a nation organized and governed that as ours can endure
d. *I like readings these books as Alice in Wonderland
e. �To be a true Parisian, you have to go to these and these restaurants.
d. *We wanted to identity the communities with the best these opportunities in Mississippi
g. That is life
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Only for one of these sentences is there a clear grammatical counterpart, viz. sentence (10g). Sentence (10e) is grammatical
but only in a reading that refers to two sets of restaurants. van der Auwera and Sahoo (2015) considered 31 properties of
English such and it is only for 8 properties that such behaves in the same way as the demonstratives this and that. So if one
wants to call such a demonstrative, one will have to admit that it is a very special one. This is only a little bit better than calling
such a very special determiner or adjective for such is like the ordinary determiner the and a for 7 properties and like an
ordinary adjective for 5 properties. For these reasons van der Auwera & Sahoo settled for simply calling such a ’similative’,
without the addition of term like ’demonstrative’, ’determiner’ or ’adjective’. Either way, the similative or the similative
demonstrative or determiner is English-specifically a peculiar category, since this category (in the sense explained earlier of
’ad/pronomal similative’) very nearly only has one member.1 To that extent, ’similative’ is truly an ad hoc category: we need it
only for such. But, so van der Auwera and Sahoo (2015) argued, positing this category makes sense from a cross-linguistic
point of view. such is not just an accident of English. Other languages may have these strange words too, and sometimes
more than one. Dutch, for instance, has at least three similatives, viz. zulk, the etymological counterpart to such, zo’n,2 literally
’so a’, which is gradually replacing zulk, and also an adjectival dergelijk.
(11) Ik wil zulk een / zo’n / een dergelijke kat
I want such a such a such cat
‘I want such a cat’
Note that the existence of three ’similatives’ does not settle the issue of whether the similative is more appropriately called
’similative demonstrative’ or ’demonstrative similative’. zo’n, zulk and dergelijk have the same demonstrative and similative
ingredients as such. In the sections on Latin and Sanskrit we will see languages in which the counterparts to such lie at the
intersection of demonstratives and similatives. In other words, these languages have demonstratives that are not similative
(the counterparts to this and that), similatives that are not demonstrative (e.g. interrogative), but there are also forms that are
both similative and demonstrative. ’Similative demonstrative’ or ’demonstrative similative’ thus make good sense from the
Latin or Sanskrit point of view, and sincewe are aiming for a general typology, also from a typological perspective. But first we
look at French, a language like English with just one similative.

4. French

As has already been remarked by Van Peteghem (2000: 196), French has awordwith very similar properties and uses, both
similative and intensifying, to the English word such. This word is tel.
(12) Je veux un tel chapeau.
I want a such hat
‘I want such a hat’

(13) J’ ai une telle envie de te revoir.
I have a such desire of you see.again
‘I have a strong desire to see you again’
(Van Peteghem, 2000: 176)
Classifying tel as a French similative does not mean that the properties of such and tel are identical though (neither are the
ones of English such and Dutch zulk and zo’n – van der Auwera and Sahoo (2015) – or the ones of English such and Swedish
sådan – van der Auwera and Coussé (2016), Thus, whereas such precedes the indefinite article, tel follows it. And French tel
also does not allow the definite use.
(14) *les meilleures telles opportunités
the best such opportunities
‘the best such opportunities’

1 Next to such there is also suchlike or such like. It is archaic or regional (Northern England? Maggie Tallerman p.c.). In a search with the Ngram viewer on
Google books (https://books.google.com/ngrams, May 21 2018) for 1999–2000 such has a frequency of 1 in a thousand words and suchlike and such like 2 to
3 in 10 million words. There are, of course, also multiword constructions such as this kind of and that kind of and when can express similarity and
demonstration separately.

(1’) I want that kind of cat
(1") Look at that cat, I want a similar one

2 zo’n is really one word, but the orthography still reflects its origin ’so a’. Also, the former singular indefinite article ’n does not convey number any
more– it can thus combine with plural nouns, especially in Dutch speaking Belgium.
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How has French grammar dealt with tel? For one thing, French grammarians have struggled with the question as to
whether or not tel is a determiner or pronoun or yet something else (like e.g. ’pro-adjectif’, Arrivé et al., 1986: 332). A table
much like the one shown for such (Table 1) could also be drawn up for tel. However, what dominates French scholarship is the
question of how tel fits into a category of indefinites. More often than not, tel is put in a subcategory of indefinites together
withmême ’same’ and autre ’different’ (e.g. Chevalier et al., 1971: 265, Arrivé et al., 1986: 325. Van Peteghem, 2000: 120–122),
a view that has also been adopted for Old French (Buridant, 2000: 184–196).
(15) a. Je veux un tel chapeau
I want a such hat
‘I want such a hat’

b. Nous vivons sous un même ciel
we live under a same sky
‘We live under an identical sky’

c. Je rêvais d’ un autre monde
I dreamt of an other world
What is it that unites these three indefinites? Semantically, it seems clear enough: put negatively, they are not quantifiers
and, put positively, they serve to identify an entity along a dimension of similarity, withmême for identity, autre for difference
and tel for the intermediate value of similarity as such. This is in essence the view in Chevalier et al. (1971: 265) and Arrivé
et al. (1986: 325). Van Peteghem (2000: 120–122) argues that this view is too simple but she retains the idea that all three
crucially relate one entity to another one, a landmark (repère), and this is reflected in that all three allow what she calls a
’correlative’ use, illustrated in (16) (Van Peteghem, 2000: 120).

‘I dreamt about another world’
(16) a. Un élève tel que Pierre est le bienvenu
a pupil such as Pierre is the welcome
‘A pupil such as Pierre is welcome’

b. Philippe veut la même voiture que Jean
Philippe wants the same car as Jean

‘Philippe wants the same car as Jean’
c. Alex a vu un autre film que Underground
Alex has seen an other film than Underground
‘Alex has seen another film than Underground’
Van Peteghem (2000: 122–146) also shows that the details are different, e.g. in the nature of the correlated noun. For tel
the landmark has to refer to the same type entity as the noun following tel. For même it is the other way around, and autre
allows both construals.
c. Pierre a vu un autre film que Paul
Pierre has seen an other film than Paul
‘Pierre has seen another film than Paul’

b. *Philippe veut la même voiture qu’ un Citroën
Philippe wants the same car as a Citroen’
‘*Philippe want the same car as a Citroen’

(17) a. *Pierre aime un film tel que Paul
Pierre like a film such as Paul
*‘Pierre likes a film such as Paul’
There are differences in other respects too. All three combine with indefinite articles (as in (16)), but whereas autre and
même can also combine with definite articles, tel cannot.3
3 That autre and même can occur with a definite article should cast doubt on the traditional account of them as indefinites. Note also the
English translation of (18a) is ungrammatical, for the combinability of such with the definite article, illustrated in (6) is very restricted). It is not
unique to English though: we find it in e.g. Dutch and Swedish too (van der Auwera and Sahoo, 2015: 146, 157; van der Auwera and Coussé,
2016: 18–19).
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(18) a. Pierre a vu un/*le tel film
Pierre has seen a/the such film
’Pierre has seen such a/*the film’

b. Pierre a vu un/le même film
Pierre has seen a/the same film
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c. Pierre a vu un/l’ autre film
Pierre has seen a/the other film
’Pierre has seen another/the other film’
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All have nominal uses, but in these uses tel only combines with an indefinite article,mêmewith definite articles, and autre
with both.
(19) a. Un/*le tel me l’ a dit
a/the such me it has said
’Somebody has said it to me’

b. Le tarif est le/*un même
the cost is the/a same
‘The price is the/*a same’

c. Je prends un/l’ autre
I take an/the other
Furthermore, only tel can be used in the singular without article and thus assume the role of determiner.

’I taken another one/the other one’
(20) Elle a parlé avec tel/*autre/même professeur
she has spoken with such/other/same professor
’She has spoken with a such a /*other/*same professor’
Probably tel is the most complex of the three (Van Peteghem, 2000: 195), but at least in one respectmême is special in that
it has an adverbial use, in which it means ’even’.
(21) Même Jean l’ a compris
even Jean it has understood
’Even Jean has understood it’
This comparison is by no means complete, in part also because one should compare tel, même and autre with other ex-
pressions, esp. if oneputs the threeof them ina subcategorywithyetother indefinites, e.g.with certain ’certain’, tout ’whole, all’,
aucun ’none’, nul ’none’ and plusieurs ’several’ as in Dethloff and Wagner (2002: 578) or when one splits them up in different
categories aswhen Sandfeld (1970: 349–351, 427–454) separates tel frommême et autre and groups itwith other indefinites. In
such accounts therewill be otherdifferences but also similarities. The result is that the traditional French categoryof indefinites
is ’extremely heterogeneous’ (Van Peteghem, 2000: 117), that the category is a catch-all (four-tout) category (Flaux and De
Mulder, 1997: 3; Mosegaard Hansen, 2016: 267) and that we are in a flou classificatoire (Schnedecker, 2016: 342). Interest-
ingly, Schnedecker (2016) sets it as agoal to showthat the categoryof indefinites isnot as incoherent as traditional grammarians
would make it seem. However, in this attempt she excludes tel – as well as même – and for autre she only includes the pro-
nominal form autrui ’somebodyelse’.What is also interesting is that Schnedecker’s introductionmentionsRiegel et al. (2009) as
an example of a traditional grammar. In her classification based on Riegel et al. (2009) Schnedecker has a place for autre and
même, but not for tel, suggesting that there is a problemwith tel.And, indeed, in theRiegel grammaronly the ’pronominal’useof
tel, as in (12) to (19), is classifiedas ’indefinite’ (Riegel et al., 2009: 382); thedetermineruse, as in (20), is not. The latter is listedas
’another’ determiner type (Riegel et al., 2009: 302), neither definite nor indefinite.

We conclude that the treatment of tel has been as unsatisfactory as that of such. Pushing tel into a category with other
members shows family resemblances but no less so that tel is unique. Interestingly, what is entirely missing in the French
tradition is the claim that tel is a demonstrative,4 although one finds remarks about a partial similarity between de-
monstratives and tel (Muller, 1996: 152; Van Peteghem, 1995: 11–14, 2000: 122, 172). What is not missing, however, is the
claim that the ancestor of tel is a demonstrative, viz. Latin talis (Gamillscheg, 1957: 155, Sandfeld, 1970: 349). It is also
interesting that the ’other determiner’ subcategory of Riegel et al. (2009) accepts tel together with the interrogative and
relative quel (Riegel et al., 2009: 303–304). We will see that such a characterization makes perfect sense for Latin talis and
qualis, the ancestors of tel and quel.
5. Latin

Like for French and English, there is no agreement as towhat classical part of speech talis falls under. It is a pronoun for e.g.
Rubenhauer and Hofmann (1975: 58) or Kühner and Holzweissig (1978: 628), but an adjective for Pinkster (2015) or Touratier
4 This may well hold for all of Romance linguistics. In the Jungbluth & Da Milano manual on deixis in Romance languages (2015), similatives are entirely
absent. They are no less absent in most of the typological literature on deixis (e.g. Diessel, 1999).
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(1994: 642) and a ’pronominal adjective’ for Greenough et al. (1903: 71).5 The ’French’ approach of treating the similative as
an indefinite is represented by Ernout and Thomas (1972: 199). But what is striking is the unanimity on two matters. First,
demonstrative talis occurs in a series of partially similar forms, be they pronouns of adjectives or ’pronominal adjectives’, and,
second, there aremore such series, i.e., other than the talis series, in the domain of pronouns (such as is ’that’), adjectives (such
as tantus ’so great’) and adverbs (such ibi ’there’). Table 2 shows what talis relates to and it also lists a selection of talis-like
elements, according to Greenough et al. (1903: 71). The translations are theirs too. The first column is ours. For items that
show gender, number and case distinctions, we only list the nominative masculine singular.6 These series are sometimes
called ’correlative’, as in Greenough et al. (1903: 71) or, more recently, Lavency (1997: 68) and Panhuis (2012: 40).
Table 2
Latin ’correlatives’.

Demonstrative Interrogative Relative Indefinite Relative indefinite

Identity is
’that’

quis
’who?’

qui
’who’

aliquis
’someone’

quisquis
’whoever’

Similarity talis
’such’

qualis
’of what sort?

qualis
’as’

̶ qualiscumque
’of whatever kind’

Size tantus
’so great’

quantus
’how great?’’

quantus
’how (as) great’

aliquantus
’some’

quantuscumque
’however great’

Location ibi
’there’

ubi
’where’

ubi
’where’

alicubi
’somewhere’

ubiubi
’wherever’

Quantity tot
’so many’

quot
’how many?’

quot
’as’

aliquot
’some, several’

quotquot
’however many’
Semantically, the tabulation is very systematic: there are two cross-cutting parameters and both are semantic. The
parameter in the left-hand column could be called ’ontological’: it deals with properties of what is demonstrated, questioned,
relativized, presented as indefinite or relativized as an indefinite. The parameter on the top row may defy a neat label, but it
concerns ’operations’ of demonstrating, questioning, relativizing and presenting as indefinite.7 The crosscutting of the pa-
rameters defines 5 � 5 cells and nearly every cell is filled. There is also a morphological systematicity, especially for the
demonstrative, interrogative, relative and indefinite cells. For three of the five words the demonstratives start with t-, in-
terrogatives and relatives with qu-, and the indefinite with aliqu-. The t- vs. qu- alternation goes back to Proto-Indo-European.
So does the qu- of the Latin interrogative quis and the relative qui; there ’should have been’ a t- form for the demonstrative,
but Latin has renewed this cell. For location Latin probably renewed the entire row, based on the i- root of is. Finally, there is a
syntactic systematicity: three of each five forms occur in pairs with the demonstrative and either the relative or the relative
indefinite in a special bipartite construction.8 We illustrate this construction in (22).
(22) a. Quos ferro trucidari opportebat, eos nondum uoce uolnero
who iron kill was.necessary them not.yet voice bless
’Those for whom it was necessary to kill them with iron, I don’t bless them yet with my voice’
(Cicero, Fruyt, 2005: 26)

b. Quot homines, tot sententiae
how.many people that.many opinions
’There are as many opinions as there are people’
(Terentius, Fry, 2005: 263)
In this context, the adjective ’correlative’ is used again, and even in twoways and both are different from the use that refers
to the paradigmatic rows of Table 2. First, the construction is called ’correlative’ (e.g. Haudry, 1973; Downing,1978 9) but,
second, sometimes the non-relative form correlating with the relative form is called ’correlative’ (e.g. Hofmann and
Rubenhauer, 1963: 52; Touratier, 1994: 639). The first use is not too problematic for it applies to syntax and not the gram-
matical formatives listed in Table 2.10 The second use is problematic, however, in the sense that it cannot be upheld at the
same time as the use illustrated with Table 2. Both uses concern formatives, but whereas the use illustrated in Table 2
5 Pinkster (2015) does not discuss talis itself, but its ’correlative’ (see below) qualis is considered to be an adjective (Pinkster, 2015: 336). In Greenough
et al. (1903: 82) talis is listed as one of the ’correlative pronouns, pronominal adjectives and adverbs’. talis definitely is not an adverb, it is not listed as a
pronoun, so it must be a ’pronominal adjective’, even though this subcategory is not provided for in the section of adjectives.

6 Note that for similarity, size, location and quantity the forms for interrogative and relative are the same and even for identity they are very similar. One
could suffice with one columnwith an ’Interrogative-Relative’ heading, meaning that the forms have both interrogative and relative uses (e.g. Ernout, 1953:
84–85). The ’Relative indefinite’ forms also have non-relative indefinite uses (Haspelmath, 1997: 253), so a better heading could be ’(Relative) Indefinite’.

7 The two parameters are not entirely independent, for similarity is strongly indefinite, witness the standard approach in French linguistics. This helps
explain why the cell with horizontal indefinite and vertical similarity is empty. The link between indefiniteness and similarity is not 100%, as shown with
the English example (6), and as mentioned below, not every Latin grammarian leaves the indefiniteness – similarity cell empty.

8 The bipartite structure is well rendered with the term ’dyptich’, due to Minard (1936) and spread by Haudry (1973).
9 ItmayhavebeenDowning (1973)who introduced the term ’corelative’ –withone ’r’. The ideawasprobably not somuch that certain forms are correlated, but

that the construction is a kind of relative clause. It might also have been a mistake, for Downing (1978) reintroduces the second ’r’, and misquotes his own 1973
paper with ’correlatives’ instead of ’corelatives’, but the single ’r’ use was to live a life of its own, until today (e.g. Hook and Pardeshi, 2017).
10 It is nevertheless cleaner to have different terms. Thus, in the context of a comparison between Sanskrit and Hindi, Davison (2009: 223) uses
’correlative’ for the syntactic construction but ’correlate’ for the demonstrative of this construction.
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concerns 4 or 5 formations for each row, the use just mentioned only concerns, for each row, one of the formatives, viz. the
demonstrative one.11

Another problem is that when one compares grammars, there is a divergence of opinion on how many series the
grammarians find worthy of listing. There are 10 for Greenough et al. (1903: 71), but 17 for Kühner and Holzweissig (1978:
627–628). There is also divergence as to what goes into each cell. For instance, in the tables in Kühner and Holzweissig
(1978: 627–628), the indefinite cell for talis does have a form, viz. qualislibet, and the indefinite cell for tantus does not
only list aliquantus but also quantuslibet and quantusvis. To some extent this might relate to the kind of Latin that is
tabulated: there is at least earlier and later Latin. The most interesting divergence concerns the demonstrative cell. An
important parameter for demonstratives is the distance contrast. For the identificational series Greenough et al. (1903: 71)
only list the somewhat special (usually called ’anaphoric’) is and not the proximal hic, the medial ille or the distal iste, but
Kühner and Holzweissig (1978: 627–628) list all four and Lavency (1997: 68–69) supplies two tables, one with just is and
the other with all four. For place, both Greenough et al. (1903: 71) and Kühner and Holzweissig (1978: 627–628) only list
the distal ibi and not the proximal hic, yet Lavency (1997: 68–69) lists both. But then for similarity, size and quantity this
parameter is not relevant. Thus there is only one demonstrative similative: there is nothing that corresponds to the hic –

ille – iste differentiation for talis.
Conclusion: the description of talis in Latin grammars is not without problems, but there is a clear analysis of talis: it is the

demonstrative member of set of similatives or, equivalently, it is the similative member of a set of demonstratives.

6. Latin and French compared

Why don’t French grammarians consider tel to be a similative demonstrative or a demonstrative similative? The reason,
we propose, is that the Latin correlative system, illustrated for talis in (23), has not been preserved.
(23) Socrates affirmabat qualis homo ipse esset, talem eius
Socrates said of.what.kind man himself would.be such of.him
esse orationem
be speech
‘Socrates said that the speech of man is like the man himself’
(Rubenhauer and Hofmann, 1975: 295)
That does not mean that correlation in a more general sense disappeared. As mentioned above, Van Peteghem proposed to
treat tel together with autre and même precisely because they have correlative uses. The correlative use of tel illustrated in
(16a) was one in which the correlate of tel was a noun, but clauses like Latin (23) are also acceptable. These clauses are
normally introduced by que.
(24) Prenons notre époque telle qu’ elle est
let’s.take our period such as she is
’Let’s take the times that we live in as they are’
There is also a consecutive variant, which already existed in Late Latin (Gallego, 2012). The consecutive variant often has an
intensive value (Van Peteghem, 2000: 138–139).
(25) Il est d’ une paresse telle qu’ il a été refusé [.]
he is of a laziness such that he has been refused
’He is so lazy that he has been refused .’
Occasionally, the non-consecutive variant has two occurrences of tel.12
(26) Tels ils étaient alors, tels je les vois aujourd’hui
such they were then such I them see today
’I see them now as they were then’
(Grevisse, 1980: 519)
But the point is that modern French never has quel. tel or tel.quel, although tel quel survives in a relic phrase, meaning
’as it is’.
11 According to Marouzeau (1961: 63–64), there is yet another usage, in which both the relative formative and the correlative one, in the restricted sense
just sketched, are called ’correlative’. Cp. also Mignon (2009).
12 As a reviewer points out, this doubling structure is found for other correlatives too (e.g. Plus it mange, plus il a faim ’the more he eats, the more he is
hungry’) and it sets French apart from the other Romance languages.
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The disappearance of the tel . quel correlative structure also does not mean that of the four Latin similatives only tel
survives.13 There is an element quelconque, whichmay or may not derive directly from Latin qualiscumque (Haspelmath,1997:
260). Though it does not have a relative use, it has an indefinite use, and then it may express similarity.
(28) Si vous avez un quelconque besoin, n’ hésitez pas à nous contacter.
if you have a any.kind.of need not hesitate not to us contact
’If you have any kind of need, don’t hesitate to contact us’
However, instead of the ’any kind’ translation, simply ’any’ or ’nomatter which’would be good too, and then the domain is
not similarity but identity. But the ’no matter which’ paraphrase is also what one finds in Grevisse (1980: 487). Most
importantly, though quel, the successor to qualis, is much more prominent in modern French than tel, it no longer uniquely
conveys similarity. In (29) we see the similarity sense, but in (30) the speaker does not want to know what kind of book the
addressee has read.
(29) Quel homme est fait pour vous?
what man is made for you
’What man is made for you?’

(30) Quel livre as-tu lu?
which book have-you read
’Which book have you read?’
Quel also entered into various compounds and here too the similarity sense is lost.
(31) Lequel des deux est mieux?
which of.the two is better
’Which of the two is better?’

(32) Le monde dans lequel nous vivons .
the world in which we live
’The world in which we live .’

(33) Il a publié quelques livres
he has published some books
’He has published some books’

(34) Faites-vous accompagner par quelqu’un
make-yourself accompany by someone
If some words disappeared either completely (e.g. is) or acquired a new function (e.g. qualis), it does not follow that the
language did not fill some of the cells with other words or constructions. Much like renewal is visible in Latinwhen compared
to the hypothesized Proto-Indo-European, it is also visible in Romance when compared to Latin. In the demonstrative series
proximal hic,medial ille and distal ipse got replaced by proximal celui-ci and distal celui-là, for example, and proximal hic and
distal ibi by ici and là, but talis stayed in its place.

To conclude, talis finds a natural place in Latin grammar, it occurs at the intersection of ’demonstrative’ and ’similative’. As
a similative it is related to non-demonstrative similatives and as a demonstrative it is related to non-similative de-
monstratives. Whenwe go to French, we recognize it as the sole survivor of a category of similatives in Latin that had at least
four members. Its closest family member quel is still around, very much so, but it is fulfilling different functions. In French
grammar tel may be argued to have ‘acquired a new family’, one with autre and même and the category is now ’indefinite’.
Similarities with autre and même exist, but, as we have seen in the preceding section, the differences are more pronounced
and non-systematic. We therefore propose that the better strategy is to call tel a ‘similative demonstrative’. From a language-
specific, i.e. French, point of view, this categorization is not necessary and, indeed, to our knowledge, no French grammarian
has proposed it. But from a typological point of view, it is to be preferred. One wants to compare languages, and considering
both talis and tel similative demonstratives makes for the better comparison, for it captures the strong similarity. There are, of
course, differences between talis and tel, but the main difference is that tel lost its correlative ‘cell mates’.

’Let someone accompany you’
13 It also does not exclude that there are other remnants of the Latin correlative like tant from tantus. We are thankful to a reviewer for making this point,
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7. Personal similatives

Can there be similatives other than the ones included in the morphological paradigm of Latin? The answer is positive. It is
shown in Sanskrit. Sanskrit has both a morphological and a syntactic correlativity that is similar to that of Latin. Sanskrit
grammarians do not normally tabulate them the way their Latinist colleagues do, but we get a sense of the similarity by
looking at the table provided by Bhat (2004: 181) (Table 3).
Table 3
Sanskrit correlatives.

Demonstrative Interrogative Relative

Proximal Distal

Identity ayam
’this’

saḥ
’that’

kaḥ
’who?’

yaḥ
’who’

Similarity i:dṛ�saḥ
’such’

ta:dṛ�saḥ
’such’

ki:dṛ�saḥ
’of what kind?’

ya:dṛ�saḥ
’of what kind’

Size iyat
’this much’

ta:vat
’that much’

kiyat
’how much?’

ya:vat
’how much?’

Location atra
’here’

tatra
’there’

kutra
’where?’

yatra
’where’

Quantity ̶ tati
’that many’

kati
’how many?’

yati
’how many’
Like the Latin table, the Sanskrit table is a simplification, probably evenmore so than the Latin one. Also, the table does not
show indefinites nor relative indefinites. This does notmean that they don’t exist. At least for the identity series, the indefinite
either just uses the interrogative by itself or in combination with a particle cit (Thumb, 1959: 150–151) and the relative in-
definite either uses the relative followed by the indefinite with cit or it doubles the relative (Thumb, 1959: 149). Compared to
the Latin table, the apparently biggest difference is that the demonstratives split up into proximal and distal forms. However,
we pointed out that this could have been done for Latin for identity and location too, but in Sanskrit the split up is relevant for
similarity and size as well. There are, in other words, two suchwords, onemeans ’like this’ and the other ’like that’.14 But – and
this is the point of this section – Sanskrit does not only have more demonstrative similatives but also more non-
demonstrative ones. The morpheme dṛ�s, originally meaning ’look’ (Whitney, 1993: 198; Thumb, 1959: 123), which is
responsible for the correlative similatives, also combines with 1st and 2nd person pronouns. We thus have what could be
called ’personal similatives’, with e.g. a first person singular similative meaning ’somebody of my sort’ (Whitney, 1993: 198;
Speijer, 1998: 221).

The personal similatives thus step outside of the bounds of the correlative domain but the link is the distal similative,
which can be looked upon as a third person similative (Table 4).
Table 4
The intertwining of correlative and personal similatives

1st person similative
2nd person similative

proximal similative 3rd person similative interrogative similative relative similative
distal similative
This is not that peculiar. In Sanskrit the distal demonstratives do double duty as third person personal pronouns. The forms
thus appear in two paradigms and here too we see pronouns stepping out of the correlative system (Table 5).
Table 5
The intertwining of correlative identificational and personal pronouns.

1st person personal
2nd person personal

proximal identificational 3rd person personal interrogative identificational relative identificational
distal identificational
Sanskrit personal similatives may have been a marginal phenomenon, good for a just a few lines in Sanskrit grammars
and there is no evidence that they survived into New Indo-Aryan, although the latter do have both correlative morphology
14 Compare König & Umbach (in print) on a wider survey of deixis in similative demonstratives.
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and syntax.15 Yet personal similatives are not unique to Sanskrit. We have found them in Dravidian languages like Kannada
and Telugu, though they seem to stay under the radar of the grammars that we had access to (Kannada: Schiffman, 1983;
Sridhar, 1990; Kittel, 1985; Spencer, 1985 16; Telugu: Lisker, 1963, Krishnamurti and Gwynn, 1985). Kannada and Telugu
both have correlative morphology and syntax17 and their personal similatives are related to distal demonstratives, like in
Sanskrit. In Telugu the formation of the personal similatives is very much like that of Sanskrit. For both demonstratives (e.g.
proximal iʈuvanʈiva:ɖu and distal aʈuvanʈiva:ɖu) and personal similatives (e.g. 2nd person singular ni:vanʈiva:ɖu ’someone
like you’), similarity is expressed by the morpheme -vanʈi-. It is followed by gender, number and honorific suffixes. What
precedes are the proximal and distal stems or the oblique forms of the personal pronouns. In Kannada the system is
different: the personal similative starts with a genitive of the personal pronoun and then we get the entire distal
demonstrative. Thus nannantahavanu ’someone like me’ starts with a first person singular genitive nanna and antahavanu
is a full distal similative. In one way, however, both Telugu and Kannada are different from Sanskrit. They not only make
similatives from the 1st and 2nd persons, but also from the third person. (35) is an example from Kannada, with both a
normal distal similative and a third person personal similative.18
(35) anta̪havanu/avanant a̪havanu elle: a:daru
SIM.DIST.PRO.SG.M/DEM.PRO.DIST.SG.M.GEN-SIM.DIST.PRO.SG.M wherever be
gedde: barutta:ne
win come
‘Someone like him would win, wherever he goes’
We are not aware of any semantic difference between the two forms. However, the topic of ’personal similatives’ awaits a
focused study. We have here done no more than to put the topic on the agenda.

8. Conclusion and postscript

The English and French similatives such and tel make ad hoc categories in discourse and they are ad hoc in grammar too.
Their ad hoc-ness in grammar shows in the extreme confusion and this may be due to the fact that such and tel are the only
survivors of a bigger category in the older stages of the languages, a category which was integrated in a prominent system of
morphological and syntactic correlativity. We have shown this in this paper for French and for English it is clear that the
ancestor of suchwas associated with at least one other word, viz. the ancestor of which. For French we have argued that tel is
best regarded as a ‘demonstrative similative’ or a ‘similative demonstrative’. From a strictly language-specific point of view,
this double-barreled category is not necessary, but it makes for the better typology. Exactly the same argument holds for
English such.

We have also shown that similatives come in more varieties than demonstrative, relative, interrogative, indefinite and
indefinite relative forms. For one thing, demonstrative similatives can come in 2 versions, proximal and distal.19 For another
thing, similatives can escape from the third person realm and ’embrace’ personal pronouns. No doubt future typological work
will discover more dimensions of variation.

We have seen that Latin, Sanskrit, Telugu and Kannada similatives are better integrated in the grammar than French tel or
English such in that the latter are essentially one-member categories. Of course, the grammars of English and French host
other idiosyncratic words besides similatives, e.g. the English word half (Jansen, 2014). Judging from the breakdown of the
Latin similatives in their transition to French, one might be inclined to think that the similative is not a very robust category.
But this impression might be mistaken. For one thing, in Indo-Aryan, the similative stayed put.20 For another thing, when one
compares the demonstrative is, the locative ibi and the similative talis, we see that the only one that survived with basically
the same meaning is talis, for is and ibi were replaced. And this persistence was not hampered by the fact that talis ’got
betrayed’ by qualis,which went off to do other things. The same persistence is a feature of English such, Dutch zulk or German
15 The New Indo-Aryan morphology and syntax very much derive from Old Indo-Aryan, but like we have seen in Latin, there is novelty in both. Thus the
referential series in Oriya derives from Old Indo-Aryan, but the similative series does not: the similarity is not expressed by a morpheme that derives from
dṛ�s but from manta, a polyfunctional element whose semantic range includes similarity and possession (Misra, 1975: 100; Bender, 1910: 69–70; cp. also
Chatterji, 1926: 851–854) (thanks are due to Uma Pappuswamy (Mysore), Probal Dasgupta (Kolkata), Abhijit Majumdar (Kolkata) for clarifying this point).
For some differences in the correlative syntax see Masica (1991: 253, 410–415) and Davison (2009).
16 Spencer (1985: 156), however, writes that ’antha and its compounds when attached to genitive forms give the meaning "like"; as nammanthavaru
people like ourselves and kallinantha haNNu a fruit like a stone’ (transliteration ours). The first form qualifies as a pronominal similative.
17 The correlative morphology is a little different: there are no separate relative forms (different from Indo-Aryan, yet rather like Latin). As to correlative
syntax, Dravidian also uses participial rather than correlative syntax and there is a debate as to whether the latter is borrowed from Indo-Aryan (see Hock,
2016: 56 for references). For native competence help on Kannada and Telugu we are grateful to Satish Kumar Nadimpalli, Rajashekhar Shabadi, Srinu
Bookya, Anuradha Rao, and Sunita Chintada.
18 Note that the third person pronoun in (35) is actually a distal demonstrative and the form avanant a̪havanu thus contains two distal forms.
19 The widespread interest in deictic distinctions for identificational demonstratives has not lead to the same kind of work for similatives. In Indo-Aryan
and Dravidian similatives we see the proximal distal contrast, but there will be languages with more distinctions. Thus the Tibeto-Burman Tamang
identificational demonstratives have 5 types, and similative demonstratives have them too (Owen-Smith, 2013).
20 This may not be related to the strength of the similative as such, but to that of the correlative morphology and syntax, which strongly contrasts with
what we see in Romance (Lehmann, 1984: 132).
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solcher. And here too there are words that betrayed them for a different future, viz. English which, Dutch welk and German
welcher.21

The paper also makes a methodological point. In typology one compares languages and one can only do this when the
languages are analysed in the same way. This is a recurrent point of discussion (see e.g. van der Auwera and Gast, 2011). In a
recent important paper Haspelmath (2010) argues that language-specific and cross-linguistic categories are truly different
things. This paper (as well as van der Auwera and Sahoo, 2015) goes against this idea. While we agree that the top priority for
a language-specific category is that it makes sense for this one language, we have here argued that language-specifically there
may not be good reasons for preferring one category to another and that, in that case, the better language-specific category is
the one that doubles up a cross-linguistic one. To repeat, French grammar has every right to continue treating tel as an in-
definite, but treating it as a ’demonstrative similative’ or ’similativer demonstrative’ is better.
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